Detection of clinically occult prostate cancer.
A large number of cases of prostatic carcinoma are discovered unexpectedly by simple prostatectomy performed for presumed benign disease. The ability to discover these cancers preoperatively is an appealing concept, in other words, to screen: the use of a test to detect a disease in an asymptomatic individual. The ideal screening test would be noninvasive, inexpensive, reliable, and reproducible. It would also have a high sensitivity and specificity, neither allowing a disease process to be missed by a falsely negative result nor leading to unnecessary and more invasive studies by a falsely positive one. It has been suggested that an acceptable screening test have a sensitivity of at least 95 per cent and a specificity of 100 per cent. An equally important criterion for a successful screening program for cancer has to do with the biologic potential of the discovered malignancy. The adage is that more men die with prostate cancer than of prostate cancer. However, the biologic potential of prostate cancer has not been fully elucidated, and it is not entirely clear who will benefit from treatment and who should be left alone. At the present time, noninvasive imaging modalities and biochemical markers are not clinically useful in detecting occult prostatic carcinoma. Furthermore, no study has proved that routine screening reduces the mortality rate from prostate cancer. Many authors believe that screening men for prostate cancer should be regarded as investigational and that currently, only screening programs for breast and cervical cancer have been fully demonstrated to be effective. New studies are needed that include control groups who are not subjected to the early diagnostic modality, assessing both the disadvantages of the screening program and the potential benefits.